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Abstract: This paper presents a robotic assembly methodology for the manufacturing of large
segmented composite structures. The approach addresses three key steps in the assembly process:
panel localization and pick-up, panel transport, and panel placement. Multiple stationary and
robot-mounted cameras provide information for localization and alignment. A robot wrist-mounted
force/torque sensor enables gentle but secure panel pick-up and placement. Human-assisted path
planning ensures reliable collision-free motion of the robot with a large load in a tight space. A finite
state machine governs the process flow and user interface. It allows process interruption and return
to the previous known state in case of error condition or when secondary operations are needed.
For performance verification, a high resolution motion capture system provides the ground truth
reference. An experimental testbed integrating an industrial robot, vision and force sensors, and
representative laminated composite panels demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed assembly
process. Experimental results show sub-millimeter placement accuracy with shorter cycle times,
lower contact force, and reduced panel oscillation than manual operations. This work demonstrates
the versatility of sensor guided robotic assembly operation in a complex end-to-end tasks using the
open source Robot Operating System (ROS) software framework.

Keywords: robotic fixtureless assembly; industrial robot; segmented composite structures; vision
guided motion; compliance force control; Robot Operating System (ROS)

1. Introduction

Composite wind turbine blades more than 50 meters in length are now routinely used
for wind power generation. Manufacturing such large blades remains a mostly manual,
costly, and labor intensive process that requires vast manufacturing space [1]. Transporting
such large structures to the deployment site also poses logistical challenges. A new alter-
native process proposes manufacturing blades based on the assembly of modular blade
segments. However, the assembly of these still sizable composite blade panels poses new
challenges in terms of manipulation and assembly to meet the tight requirements needed
for secure bonding between the panels. Industrial robots offer the potential of assisting
with the manipulation and assembly of these large, curved, and flexible panels under
human supervision. Such an approach would reduce the drudgery of manual labor and
could decrease cycle time, improve precision, enhance consistency, and offer versatility to
adapt to different part geometries and manufacturing processes.
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This paper describes a robotic fixtureless assembly (RFA) methodology with sensors
and human operator guidance to efficiently perform the manipulation and assembly
operation of large flexible panels. As an example demonstration, we consider the example
scenario of the assembly of curved 2 m × 2 m laminated composite panels into nests as
shown in Figure 1. The assembly process needs to address user interface, process flow
control, path planning and manipulation of large loads in a tight space, stringent alignment
accuracy requirement (less than 1 mm on all sides), and structural flexibility of the panels.
Our goal is to demonstrate the ability of a sensor-based industrial robot, without the benefit
(and cost/complexity) of any mechanical alignment fixturing, to efficiently and accurately
locate and pick up flexible laminate panels from a loosely defined pick-up point, transport
each panel to the assembly nest quickly, align the panel precisely through the vision system
with the nest and with other panels, and place it softly and accurately into the nest using
force feedback. The process should be repeatable indefinitely as long as there are more panels
to pick up and there is space for assembly. The key performance metrics are process cycle
time (from pick-up to placement), alignment accuracy (targeted to be less than 1 mm on all
sides), and damage avoidance (avoidance of excessive panel vibration during transport and
high pick-up and placement force). The process may also be interrupted at any time by the
operator to perform secondary operations (e.g., fine adjustment, bonding) or to address error
conditions. The process should be able to resume from a known configuration prior to the
point of interruption.

Figure 1. The experimental testbed approximates part of the actual factory manufacturing scenario.
A robot picks up an incoming panel from the pick-up nest and transports it to the placement nest
where it needs to be aligned to a reference frame or with another panel.

This work contributes to the development and demonstration of the architecture and
methodology for using a sensor-driven industrial robot to perform a complete multi-step
manufacturing process efficiently and precisely. This capability is beyond how robots
are used in manufacturing processes today, which still largely depends on teach-and-
repeat operations with dedicated fixtures for alignment and support. We use the robot
external motion command mode to implement sensor-guided motion. This mode is offered
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as an added feature by many industrial robot vendors (e.g., External Guided Motion
(EGM) of ABB [2], MotoPlus of Yasakawa Motoman [3], Low Level Interface (LLI) for
Stäubli [4], and Robot Sensor Interface (RSI) of Kuka [5]). The desired robot joint motion
is generated based on visual servoing, force compliance, collision avoidance, and panel
vibration avoidance. It is communicated at regular intervals to the robot controller through
the external command interface. Industrial robot programming involves the use of vendor-
specific robot programming languages, which are not interoperable and offer uneven
capabilities (e.g., collision-free path planning, visual servoing, and compliance force control
are not readily available). In research and education communities, the open-source software
Robot Operating System (ROS) [6] has gained enormous popularity. The ROS-Industrial
Consortium [7] has been leading the adoption of ROS into industrial settings. However,
industrial use of external command mode in sensor-guided motion is still at an early stage.
Our work is implemented entirely in the ROS framework and is available in open source.
As such, the algorithm may be readily adapted to different manufacturing processes with
robots and sensors from different vendors.

The paper is organized as follows: we discuss the related state-of-the-art works in
Section 2. Section 3 states the overall problem and describes the solution approach, involving
algorithms for path planning, motion control, and vision and force guided motion. Section 5
discusses the experimental testbed and the robot/sensor hardware. Section 4 discusses the
software architecture. Section 6 discusses the experiments and results.

2. Related Work

In assembly manufacturing, fixtures are vastly used in the joining process to hold,
position, and support parts at designated locations. The performance of fixtures usually
dictates the overall manufacturing result. Therefore, 10–20% of the total manufacturing
costs are usually invested in engineering the fixture systems [8]. To reduce the cost and the
required knowledge to configure the fixture system, many research works are devoted to
computer-aided fixture design [9,10]. A new trend of active/intelligent fixtures integrating
sensors and actuators in the fixture system has gained attention by actively changing the
clamping force or position for different parts [11]. There are also efforts developing recon-
figurable fixtures [12] or embedding fixtures directly into the joined parts [13], admitting
the high-cost and inflexibility of using hardware fixtures [14].

Ever since Hoska introduce the term RFA in 1988 [15], the concept of replacing physical
fixtures by sensor-driven robots has emerged. The new technical challenges may arise at the
grasp planning strategy [16], gripper design [17,18], and the sensing system. Neural networks
are widely used to estimate the object pose from the 2D vision system for grasping when
fixture is not available [19–21]. Navarro-Gonzalez also used neural network technique to
teach a robot to manipulate parts based on both vision and force feedback in [22]. Jayaweera
experimentally presented a small scale aero-fuselage assembly workcell using non-contact
laser sensing for part deformation and misalignment [23]. Tingelstad presented a similar
workcell with two robots assembling a strut and a panel using an external laser measure-
ment system to achieve high accuracy alignment [24]. Park proposed an interesting strategy
for intuitive peg-in-hole assembly using solely compliance control [25]. Fang presented a
dual-arm robot assembling a ball pen using visual information in [26].

In this paper, we tackle the task of assembling full-scale composite blade panels, which
tend to vary in size, shape, and weight. The flexible panels may also trammel the fixture
design to prevent vibration or over-clamping [11]. Instead of fabricating special fixtures
to accommodate different parts, we adopt RFA using both vision and force guidance to
handle the challenges without the positioning and supporting from fixtures.

Since we use external guided motion rather than the inverse kinematics method,
collision avoidance can also be achieved. We further address the issue of moving the large
object safely and reliably in a tight workcell without colliding with the wall or swinging
the panel upside down. It is not preferred to use the Open Motion Planning Library
(OMPL) [27], providing sampling-based planners in ROS directly, due to the random nature
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and undesirable paths that can possibly lead to danger. Optimization-based planners, such
as CHOMP [28], STOMP [29], and TrajOpt [30], have received much attention in recent
years due to their relatively simple solution to problems with higher degrees of freedom
(DOF) in a narrow space. Since the generated path is optimized over the initial ones,
the result is more consistent and reliable in every iteration. This type of planners are also
gaining popularity and featured in the next generation MoveIt2.

While these planners focus on the global optimization, we propose a locally optimized
planner based on our previous safe teleoperation controller in [31]. It generates a feasible
path through sparse waypoints given from human knowledge, and optimizes them in
every stepping iteration. By solving the quadratic programming problem with inequality
constraints of joint limits and collision distance, the resulting path can follow the human
guided path while avoiding collision and singularities.

3. Problem Statement and Solution Approach

Our example demonstration process consists of three main steps as shown in Figure 2:

1. Panel Localization and Pick-up: A panel is placed in an arbitrary configuration in a
pick-up area. The system detects the panel and identifies its location. The robot then
securely and gently picks up the panel.

2. Panel Transport: The robot transports the panel quickly, without excessive vibration,
to the assembly area.

3. Panel Placement: The robot accurately and gently places the panel and returns to Step 1.

The process repeats indefinitely as long as there are panels available for pick-up and
there is space in the assembly nest. The user can step through the stages or run the process
autonomously. The process can be interrupted by the user or under exception conditions
(e.g., excessive force in inadvertent contacts). The user can manually operate the system
and then continue the automatic operation by moving to the subsequent or previous steps.

Figure 2. The assembly process consists of three major steps: panel localization and pick-up, panel
transport, and panel placement. Vision feedback is used for localization and alignment. Force
feedback is used for gentle contact and placement. Motion planning is required for collision-free
panel transport.

Our solution implementation involves these steps:

1. Construct a state machine describing the transition between the steps in the assembly
process and the interaction with the operator and the occurrence of exception condition.
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2. For panel pick-up localization, use the overhead camera and determine the grasp
points based on the panel location and panel CAD geometry.

3. For panel placement, use the robot wrist mounted cameras for vision-guided alignment
4. For both pick-up and placement, the robot wrist-mounted force/torque sensors are

used to avoid excessive contact force and alignment accuracy.
5. Identify the frequency of the fundamental vibration mode of the panel using a high

speed motion capture system. Specify the robot motion bandwidth to avoid exciting
the dominant panel vibrational mode.

The overall system integration and coordination is implemented in ROS. Robot motion
is implemented through the external command motion mode, which allows command of
the desired joint position and reading of the actual joint position at regular intervals (in our
case, the External Guided Motion, or EGM, mode for the ABB robot at the 4 ms rate). This
feature is used to implement sensor-based motion. The rest of this section will describe the
key algorithms used in our implementation.

3.1. Resolved Motion with Quadratic Programming

The traditional teach-and-playback operation for industrial robots is not amenable
for sensor-guided motion. Instead, we use the external joint position command, such as
the EGM mode in the ABB robot controller, to control the robot motion. Denote the robot
joint position vector as q and commanded joint position as qc. Consider a desired robot
end effector spatial velocity V(d) (stacked angular and linear velocities). Our goal is to
determine the joint motion to best match with V(d) while satisfying a set of inequality
constraints, hI(q), and joint velocity inequality constraints. Inequality constraints on
q̇ ensure the avoidance of singularities (which could cause excessive joint velocities).
Configuration space inequality constraints hI(q) are composed of joint limits and a distance
threshold dmin that prevents collision with obstacles. For the robot motion, our approach is
a combination of a global path planner and local reactive motion control. The global planner
generates a desired task motion spatial velocity, V(d), that satisfies all the pre-specified
constraints. The local planner solves an optimization problem to find the joint motion
that best meets the task space motion requirement while satisfying all the constraints.
To avoid solving an optimal control problem, the inequality constraints are converted
to differential constraints for Jacobian-based feedback velocity control. The end effector
velocity V(d) may also include a user command component (through an input device
such as a joystick). Because of the guard against collision and singularities, we call this
process safe teleoperation. Based on our previous work in [31,32], we pose the problem as
a quadratic program (QP):

min
q̇,αr ,αp

||Jq̇− αV(d)||2 + εr(αr − 1)2 + εp(αp − 1)2 (1)

subject to
dhEi

dt
= −kEi hEi , i = 1, . . . , nE

dhIi

dt
=

∂hIi

∂q
q̇ > σi(hIi ), i = 1, . . . , nI

q̇min ≤ q̇ ≤ q̇max,

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the robot end effector, q̇ is the robot joint velocity, and
(αr, αp) specify the velocity scaling factor for the angular and linear portions (constrained
to be in [0, 1]) with the corresponding weights (εr, εp). The function σi is a control barrier
function [33] that is positive when hIi is in close proximity to the constraint boundary (i.e.,
zero). The inequality constraint hI contains joint limit and collision avoidance. We use the
Tesseract trajectory optimization package [34], recently developed by the Southwest Re-
search Institute, to compute the minimum distance, d, between the robot and the obstacles,
and the location on the robot, p, corresponding to this distance. The partial robot Jacobian
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from joint velocity to ṗ, Jp, is used in the inequality constraint for the QP solution. For our
testbed, collision checking is performed at about 10 Hz with geometry simplification.

To avoid excessive joint acceleration, we use the joint velocity in the previous frame
q̇(−1) to impose the joint acceleration bound q̈bound:

q̇(−1) − q̈bound ts 6 q̇ 6 q̇(−1) + q̈bound ts, (2)

where ts is the sampling rate for updating the joint velocity.

3.2. User-Guided Path Planning

The MoveIt! Motion Planning Framework [35] is a popular tool for robot path planning,
especially in a tight workcell such as our testbed. The current implementation of MoveIt! in
ROS has over 20 different path planning algorithms from the OMPL, mostly based on some
version of Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT). In
multiple trials, only two algorithms, expansive-space tree planner and transition-based RRT,
consistently produced feasible solutions. The probabilistic nature generates non-repeatable
results, even with the same initial and final configurations. The planned paths typically
involve motion of all joints, resulting in near vertical configuration of the panel, which may
cause the panel slipping out of grasp.

When human users manually move the panel, they typically only use a few joints
at a time to better anticipate the resulting motion and control the orientation of the load.
Motivated by this observation, we adopt a user-guided path planning approach. The user
specifies several intermediate panel poses for the desired motion. We then use this ini-
tial, possibly infeasible, path to generate a feasible path. The user may add or remove
intermediate points to guide the robot to a desired feasible path. Once a path is found,
a desired path velocity may be specified in trajectory generation and used as the specified
task velocity V(d) in the QP controller (1).

3.3. Visual Servoing

After the panel is picked up and transported to the assembly nest, it must be accurately
placed and aligned with the adjacent panel. Since there is no fixture in the setup and the
workcell is not constructed to the required precision requirement, we use the gripper
camera to achieve the required alignment. We have implemented both Position-based
Visual Servoing (PBVS) and Image-based Visual Servoing (IBVS) in our testbed. PBVS
converts image features to 3D pose information using camera calibration, and then forms
the alignment error in the Euclidean space; IBVS directly expresses the alignment error in
the 2D image plane [36]. In this paper, since the target 3D pose may be estimated directly
from a single camera by using the ArUco markers, we only present the PBVS results. The
comparable results between PBVS and IBVS, and the multiple cameras are further reported
in [37]. In our setup, the reference tag in the camera image is used to estimate the relative
pose between the panel and reference frames. The robot end effector pose is updated to
reduce the relative pose error to achieve the alignment requirement.

3.4. Compliant Force Control

When there is a load on the moving end effector, the readings from the force/torque
(F/T) sensor mounted on the end effector will be affected by the joint configuration of
the robot. The load at the F/T sensor includes the gripper and tools, and possibly the
panel. The F/T sensor also has inherent bias in the reading. By moving the robot to various
locations and recording the corresponding F/T values, we may estimate the mass of the
load, the location of the center of mass of the load, and the F/T bias. We can then subtract
the effect of the load from F/T readings, at least in a static pose.

With the load contribution removed from the F/T reading, we implement an impedance
controller [38,39] to regulate the interaction force during panel placement. By specifying
the mass and damper in the desired impedance (in the placement direction), we may solve
for the desired placement velocity based on the contact force. Denote the corresponding
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desired spatial velocity by V(d)
C (which contains the desired placement velocity and zero

angular velocity). To balance the placement speed and contact force at impact, we schedule
the force setpoint based on the contact condition.

3.5. Combined Vision and Force Guided Motion

The commanded overall robot end effector motion is determined by the combination
of visual servoing, V(d)

pbvs and compliance force control V(d)
f using the compensated F/T

measurements, as shown in Figure 3. It is then used in (1) to generate the robot joint motion
to achieve both motion and force control objectives while satisfying all constraints.

Figure 3. The vision-based velocity command V(d)
pbvs is combined with the force accommodation velocity

command V(d)
C to generate the overall velocity command V(d) for the robot end effector. The force

accommodation control is a generalized damper with the estimated panel gravity load removed fromthe
measured force and torque

4. Software Architecture

The state machine for the overall assembly process is shown in Figure 4. The state
transition is executed in either safe teleoperation or autonomous mode with vision and
force guidance. We design the user interface to allow the user to interact with the state
machine. The user can step through the operations, run the process autonomously in a
supervisory mode, or interrupt and take over in the safe teleoperation mode. The interface
allows the user to view system status information, plot force-torque and robot joint angles,
and save process data for later analysis. The progression between states may be paused
at any point if intervention is needed. The step can then be played back or resumed by
replanning the trajectory without restarting the whole process. We implement the user
interface to the state machine using QT through the ROS RQT package.

The overall software architecture of the system uses multiple levels of control to operate
the system as shown in Figure 5. At the lowest level is the RAPID node that sends joint angle
commands and RAPID [40] signals to the robot controller. This node receives command
signals from the safe_kinematic_controller (which executes the QP motion control (1))
and interacts with most of the lower level systems necessary for taking commands in from
multiple sources and moving the robot accordingly. The safe_kinematic_controller first
establishes the current mode of operation of the robot, which decides which inputs are
used to move the robot. The safe_kinematic_controller can also take input from the
joystick to use in either joint, Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical teleoperation, as well as
for shared control of the robot.
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Figure 4. The state transition diagram of the assembly process allow continuous operation to assemble
incoming panels to the existing panels. It also allows operator to pause for manual operations and
resume after completion. The operator can also manually transition the system to a different state.
The state of the system consists of the robot pose, sensor measurements, and end effector conditions.

The controller also has a Tesseract planning environment integrated into it and uses
global trajectory optimization [30,34] to plan motions that are executed by joint trajectory
action server calls. It can also receive directly published external set points from a ROS
topic. The controller also publishes joint state messages and controller state messages that
contain the F/T sensor data as well as the robot joint angles. The simulation model is built
as one move group interface, which has the collision models loaded in to allow planning
of motion within the robot space. The move group receives joint state information from
the safe_kinematic_controller to update the position of the robot using the robot state
publisher, and it also takes in transforms from the payload manager, which manages the
loaded panels, to update the location of panels to be placed within the workcell. The move
group can receive commands from the process controller, a higher level controller that
utilizes a state machine design based on that shown in Figure 4. The process controller
executes most movement trajectories utilizing the move group execute trajectory action
server and takes commands to move between states using another action server interface.
However, the transport path and panel placement steps are executed using separate
processes, which utilize the safe_kinematic_controller with external set point motion
to precisely execute robot motions and decrease overall motion planning time.

For the initial panel pickup, the process controller makes a service call to the object
recognition server to localize the panel in the pickup nest using the camera driver node.
It then returns the location of the panel in the robot frame. The operator Graphical User
Interface (GUI) is the highest level controller. It handles and simplifies the many calls made
to the process controller to perform the full process. The operator GUI relies on threaded
action calls to interact with the process controller allowing the operator GUI to maintain
focus and allow users to pause, play back, and resume at any point of the process.
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Figure 5. The ROS software architecture implements the entire process, including user interface,
motion planning (using Tesseract), vision service and object recognition, robot kinematic control, and
robot interface.

5. Testbed and Hardware

The experimental testbed shown in Figure 1 is designed to approximate a real factory
environment. The testbed contains an ABB IRB-6640 robot equipped with a 6-suction-cup
vacuum gripper. The gripper is mounted with an ATI F/T sensor, two cameras, a dimmable
light, and three pairs of pressure sensors used to monitor the engagement of the suction
cups to the panel. There is also an overhead camera over the pick-up area. There are
two different types of panels, representing root (thicker) and mid-section portions of the
structure. Each panel weighs approximately 35 kg. The robot has a payload capacity of
180 kg, 0.07 mm position repeatability, and 0.7 mm path repeatability. The robot controller
supports the external guided motion (EGM) mode for joint motion command and joint
angle access at a rate of 4 ms. A six-axis F/T sensor Omega160 from ATI Corp. is mounted
at the center of the end effector. The sampling rate is up to 7 KHz.

A FLIR Vision camera, the Blackfly S Color 20.0 (5472× 3648) MP USB3 Vision, is
placed overhead above the pick-up nest. Using a Computar 1.1′′ 12 mm f/2.8 12MP ultra
low distortion lens, the estimated field of view from 3.2 m is 3.768 m × 2.826 m, and hence
each pixel is approximately 1.15 mm/pixel × 1.28 mm/pixel in the target area (the lens
decreases the resolution by 40%). This camera is used to locate the panel at the pickup nest
for the initial pickup, requiring a bigger field of view and coarser localization. Two FLIR
Vision Blackfly S Color 5.0 (2448× 2048) MP USB3 Vision cameras are mounted at one end
of the gripper. Using a Tamron 1.1′′ 8 mm f/1.8 12MP fixed focal lens, the estimated field
of view from 0.5 m distance is 0.88 m × 0.66 m; hence the resolution is 0.36 mm/pixel ×
0.32 mm/pixel in the target area. The gripper cameras move with the end effector at an
offset distance, and 10-m active USB3 extension cables from Newnex (FireNEXAMAF10M)
ensure that the camera data are reliably transmitted without attenuation from the long
distance. In this paper, we only use one camera on the gripper for PBVS.

After the panel is picked up and moved above the assembly nest, the gripper camera,
which only has a small portion of view blocked by the panel, localizes the assembly
nest with respect to the panel with fine resolution for placement. We use a precisely
manufactured checkerboard with a 30 mm × 30 mm grid to calibrate the high resolution
cameras, resulting in a re-projection error of 0.13 pixels. To accurately detect, identify and
localize objects in the image frame, we selected an open source Augmented Reality (AR)
library based on OpenCV, called ArUco markers. The 3D position and orientation of each
marker can be quickly extracted from a single camera viewpoint. The markers are printed
using a 600 dpi resolution printer on vinyl paper and attached to flat acrylic boards in order
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to minimize errors. We combined multiple markers as shown in Figure 6 onto a marker
board for higher accuracy localization. The marker size is arbitrarily determined as long
as it can be visible to the cameras. The marker pose is determined to avoid contacting
the suction cups during pickup and placement. Note that the markers are allowed to
laser inked on the panels in the real factory, and the concept applies to other 3D pose
estimation methods using features or edges directly from the panel. Based on this setup,
the gripper camera accuracy is [0.26, 0.19, 1.46] mm in the camera (x, y, z) directions. We
are mainly concerned about the (x, y) accuracy, since compliance control addresses the
z-direction motion.

Figure 6. View from the overhead camera using multiple ArUco markers for the panel pose estimation.
The estimated panel pose is then used to determine the grasp location of the vacuum gripper.

6. Experimental Results
6.1. Panel Pickup

With the calibrated overhead camera, the pick-up position and orientation of the panel
are estimated based on the marker board mounted on the panel. The gripper is first moved
above the panel. The gripper uses force control to make contact with the panel until the
force setpoint 250 N is reached. The six suction cups are then engaged to attach the panel
to the gripper and lift it up.

6.2. Transport Path Generation

As described in Section 3.2, the operator selects a set of waypoints (which may not
be feasible) which the path planner tries to meet while observing the collision avoidance
and other inequality constraints such as joint limits, and velocity and acceleration bounds.
Figure 7 shows the operator selecting six waypoints offline. The straight line segments
connecting these points serve as the starting point to generate a feasible path.

The control barrier function σi is tuned to allow the robot to decelerate at 0.5 m away
from the obstacle with a 0.25-m buffer size. The QP optimization is solved with cvx and
quadprog libraries in Python.

6.3. Panel Placement

The system accuracy is most critical in the placement stage. The first panel is placed
based on the reference tag on the assembly nest. The second panel is placed based on the tag
on the first panel. We conducted seven trials for the two panels for statistical performance
analysis. The main gripper camera pointing downward is used for the placement task.
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Figure 7. Transport path generated by using the Resolved Motion method in Section 3.1 with user
selected waypoints. (a) The user specifies a series of waypoints; from (b–f), the robot follows through
the path generated by the input waypoints.

6.3.1. Compliance Control

The compliance controller is applied for the z-axis motion. The desired force is
scheduled from the initial 150 N before contact to 200 N post contact to allow a fast but
gentle placement. Figure 8b shows that the compliance controller helps to maintain the
compliance force in the z-axis at −200 N while the panel is placed in the nest. Figure 8a
shows the case when the panel is placed with only vision guidance without compliance
control. Such excessive contact force could result in panel damage.
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(b) Panel placement with compliance control.

Figure 8. (a) Panel placement without compliance control risks high contact force (robot moves in the z direction for placing
the panel in the assembly nest). (b) With compliance control, the placement force is regulated to the specified 200 N.

6.3.2. Placement with PBVS and Compliance Control

After the panel is transported to the assembly nest, the panel will first be moved
to about 5 cm above the nest based on the pose from the reference marker fixed on the
assembly nest or the previously placed panel. Then, PBVS is implemented to match the
3× 8 panel marker pose with respect to the reference marker pose, which is calibrated by
placing the panel in the desired location manually.

We used a motion capture system from PhaseSpace for accuracy verification. In the
motion capture system, eight cameras are deployed around the testbed, which are able
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to detect the 3D positions of the LEDs mounted on each panel. The resolution from this
motion capture system is approximately 0.1 mm at a rate of 220 Hz [41].

PBVS and compliance force control are used together for placement control as in
Figure 3. In order to achieve sub-millimeter accuracy, the error gradually converges until
the detected error is smaller than 1 mm. The PBVS gain is tuned for fast and smooth
convergence. The motion and force convergence during placement is shown in Figure 9.
The contact force in the z-direction converges to about −200 N, and both the position
and orientation errors converge to an acceptable level. In Figure 10, the second panel
is assembled with respect to the first panel that was previously placed. From the view
of the gripper camera, one set of 4× 4 markers is firmly fixed to the placed panel (top),
and another set of 3× 8 markers is attached to the panel that is moved simultaneously with
the gripper and therefore remains static in the image (bottom). The desired marker pose is
obtained in advance. During the PBVS placement, the robot is guided to match the current
reference marker estimated from the panel marker to the desired relative marker pose.

We executed the placement process seven times for the two panels and report the
planar error results in Figure 11 from the motion capture system. Our main focus is on the
position error in the (x, y) axes. The z direction is controlled by the contact force against
the assembly nest. The results of the first panel are all within 1 mm with the mean error
(−0.24, 0.48) mm and standard deviation (0.5, 0.45) mm. The placement of the second
panel shows one run violating the 1 mm accuracy requirement in the x-axis. This is likely
due to camera calibration error. The mean error is (0.78, 0.52) mm with standard deviation
(0.31, 0.18) mm.
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Figure 9. Under force and vision feedback, the placement force converges to the specified 200 N to en-
sure secure seating in the nest, and the position and orientation alignment is achieved towithin 1 mm and
0.1 degree, respectively.
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Figure 10. Convergence of the panelmarker pose to the referencemarker pose viewed fromthe gripper
camera. The coordinate frames indicate the poses of the reference marker during the convergence while
the panel marker is relatively stationary to the gripper camera.

(a) Position and orientation error of the 1st panel placement. (b) Position and orientation error of the 2nd panel placement.

Figure 11. Panel placement errors over 7 trials indicates alignment error within 1 mm for the x-y position and 0.1 degree
for orientation.

6.3.3. Panel Vibration Observation

During the process, it is desirable to avoid panel vibration while moving the flexible
object. In the experiment in this section, the robot is controlled to deliberately cause
jerkiness in the z-axis of the panel. which is temporarily mounted with a set of twelve LEDs
from the motion capture system. The measured LED coordinate is shown in Figure 12a,
and the corresponding spectrum in Figure 12b, showing a dominant flexible mode at
2.23 Hz. We adjust the bandwidth of the commanded motion to avoid exciting this mode.
Other command input shaping techniques (e.g., using a notch filter) may be used to avoid
the vibration mode excitation.
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Figure 12. Panel vibration, measured by the motion capture system, shows the dominant vibrational mode around 2.23 Hz.
Robot motion bandwidth is chosen below this mode to avoid panel oscillation.

6.4. Continuous Panel Assembly Task

The entire continuous process of picking and placing the two panels in the assembly
nest is demonstrated in Figure 13. In (a), the robot starts at an initial pose when the first
panel is in the pickup nest ready for pickup. In (b), the overhead camera detects the position
and orientation of the panel and publishes the information to the robot, which then moves
above the panel. In (c), the robot makes contact with the panel with all six suction cups
well engaged. The robot picks up the panel in (d) and transports it to the first assembly
nest in (e,f). In (g), the panel is finally placed in the assembly nest based on the vision and
force guidance. The whole procedure is reset and prepared for the second panel in (h) and
(i). Following a similar procedure from (b) to (g), the second panel is picked and placed in
the second assembly nest as shown in (j). Then, in (k), the robot releases the suction and
leaves the panels in the nest with the seam between the two panels pictured in (l). Note
that when interference is needed, the process can be stopped, played back, or resumed
at any point during the process from the GUI as discussed in Section 4. The video of the
entire assembly process may also be found online in [42].

We conducted five rounds of the continuous process for the timing test in Figure 14.
The total placement time includes the motion of the panel to the initial position in close
proximity to the assembly nest, transport of the panel to the assembly nest, and placement
of the panel using PBVS. Since there is contact involved in picking up and placing the
panel, the robot is commanded to move more slowly to avoid damage, and hence the
longer times for these stages. Overall, it takes an average of 112.62 s with a standard
deviation of 18.88 s for the first panel; and 114.04 s with a standard deviation of 12.09 s for
the second panel. The variation may come from the various pickup panel poses resulting
in different complexity for the following transport and placement tasks particularly for the
path planning. The result shows vast improvement over the manual operation in terms
of speed and accuracy. Our trained operator spent more than 6 minutes to transport and
place down one panel, but could not properly align the panel solely based on the image
feeds without any fixture. Further optimization could further improve the robustness and
cycle time of the process.
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Figure 13. Snapshots of the assembly process: (a) Robot at initial pose and first panel ready for
pickup in the pickup nest. (b) Panel pose estimated by overhead camera; robot moving to the pickup
pose. (c) Robot approaching panel until all six suction cups well engaged. (d) Robot picking up panel.
(e,f) Panel transported to above the first assembly nest. (g) Panel placed in the assembly nest based
on vision and force guidance. (h) Robot returning to initial pose. (i) Second panel manually brought
in and ready to be picked up. (j) Second panel picked up, transported, and placed in the second
assembly nest following the same procedures as steps (b–g). (k) Robot releasing the panel. (l) Closer
look at the seam between the placed panels.
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Figure 14. Timing data of end-to-end process of assembling two panels shows the most amount of
time is spent at placement in order to achieve the required accuracy.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents an industrial robotic system for large composite assembly using
force and vision guidance, demonstrated in both simulation and experiments. Using the
external commanded motion mode of the robot, the force and vision information is used
to adjust the robot motion to achieve tight alignment tolerance. Simulation with force
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and vision servoing incorporated is used to validate the software and tune the algorithms
before the implementation in the physical testbed. The assembly process is operated
through a user-friendly GUI, which allows the user to pause, playback, and resume at
any point without restarting the whole process. The project is implemented in ROS and is
available via open-source [43]. Though the current implementation uses the ABB robot, it
is extensible to other industrial robots and sensors with minimal modifications. Currently,
human workers are excluded from the caged robot cell. We are using multiple point cloud
sensors in the work cell to detect human movement and in future work will adjust the
robot motion to ensure worker safety.
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